ORDINARY IS OUR ENEMY

We are a collective of engineering, manufacturing and operations specialists who are redefining casing equipment and cementing tools. Our no-nonsense products are fit for purpose, there when you need them, and affordable.

GOLDILOCKS ENGINEERING

We employ a “just-right” engineering approach – building in performance and reliability while simultaneously engineering out unnecessary complexity and cost. Also, our stuff looks really good!

ZERO-HASSLE EQUIPMENT

Stalwart™ and Stalwart™ HD Stage Tool
The industry’s first slimhole API coupling OD stage tool. The HD version boasts compatibility with completion/production operations, high torque, and is gas-tight up to 15,000 psi at 400°F.

Prenup™ Plug Placement Aid
Our tailpipe disconnect makes messy separations a thing of the past. Enhance cement plug integrity, reduce downtime, and mitigate remedial work.

SHARKNADO™ Reamer Shoe
You’re gonna need a bigger boat… 100% axial and circumferential reaming coupled with multi-directional jetting gets you to TD faster while improving annular cleanout and cement integrity.

FLOAT EQUIPMENT

THE BULLETPROOF VALVE - The 338 and 762 ULTRA MAG valves are the industry leaders in performance and reliability. “V0” gas tight up to 15,000 psi at 400°F. “High flow” option available for displacement rates higher than 10 and 20 bpm respectively.

THE WORKHORSE - The 338 and 762 Magnum valves are Citadel’s API IIIC valves featuring patent-pending geometry and high strength long-glass phenolic thermoset construction. Rated to 5,000 psi at 400°F.

SABO™ Composite Centralizer
Ruggedized design coupled with low-friction/high strength composite for extended reach laterals up to 475°F.

Quality is the status quo. Innovation is conventional. Excellence is expected. ORDINARY IS OUR ENEMY.